VOTES FOR WOMEN A SUCCESS
THE MAP PROVES IT

A flag to change I have,
A map to modify,
A never dying cause to save,
Mankind to glorify.

AGNES RYAN 1912

The first map will be black as Egypt. Then two little gray specks will show the beginning of school suffrage. The first glow of dawn will come in the West—first in Wyoming. The whole western part of the United States and the Pacific Coast will gradually be illuminated with the golden light of victory. Succeeding maps will show the gold extending in great floods of color . . . . The United States at the end of 1920 will have a cloudless map, all gold and no black, with a border of red, white, and blue.

[ANNA SHAW?] 1913

Our plea is simply that you look at the little suffrage map.

MRS. CRYSTAL BENEDICT 1914